Cryptocurrency designed to assist our active and retired military members needs.

The team behind Digies Coin has set out to make a major difference in the lives that have protected us day in and day out.

Digies Coin is a charitable ERC-20 token that has a bold mission: partner with the true influencers, our military men & women, promote their story, & as a result we are able to help protect the lives that have protected us and our freedoms.

Suicide, brain injuries, PTSD, physical ailments, poor adjustment after combat exposure; these are just a few of the issues that our military men and women face everyday, yet are not front page issues until it is too late. Our project is to design a coin that will eventually be utilized by worldwide veteran owned companies whose values align with our project- bringing these disguised issues to the forefront.

Three percent of every transaction is gifted to the charity wallet. Suicide awareness will be a constant focus of ours, yet we will also add in additional projects to contribute to the needs of our vets.

In addition to the charity wallet, we have designed our token economic structure to entice long term holders, and bring longevity to the project.

Digies Coin Development Team
Team Standards

Full Transparency.

As a team, we will be available, open, and honest to the Digies Coin community, always.


Give it our all on this project. Give as much charitable funds away as possible. Give our community a reason to stay involved.

Longevity.

All decisions, marketing, branding, partnerships, etc will be to create a long term project with a solid foundation.

Consistency.

We understand attention is short nowadays. Our presence will be felt without a noticeable break. We are here to stay.
**TOKENOMICS**

- **Total Supply**

  6,000,000,000,000 Total Initial Supply

- **Transaction Tax**

  Purchase, sell, or transfer, there is an imposed 10% tax on all transactions, purchase/sell/transfer. The tax funds are distributed as the following:

  - **Charity Wallet:** 3% is sent to a charity wallet. This is the priority of the project, focused on raising awareness to veteran suicides, as well as other benefits to assist our active and retired military.

  - **Holder Rewards:** 3% is redistributed to the community holders of $DIGS, proportional to the tokens that they hold. The holder rewards program incentivizes our community to hold their investment and create a strong foundation to the project.

  - **Liquidity Pool:** 3% is sent to the liquidity pool. This will ensure that transactions can be consistently with no lack of funds, and the project will not rely on the community to put personal funds into liquidity.

  - **Burn Wallet:** 1% is sent to the permanent burn wallet. The constant burn gives $DIGS a deflationary status by and creating digital scarcity.
Team Wallets

**Marketing Wallet:** The team marketing wallet contain 5% of the total initial supply (300,000,000,000 tokens).

**Developer Wallet:** The developer wallet contains 5% of the total initial supply (300,000,000,000 tokens). **At launch, all 300,000,000,000 tokens will be locked.** The locked tokens will be released at intervals every 30 days in 30,000,000,000 disbursements.

The team does have discretion to extend the lock period on the tokens mentioned above, but **does not** have control to shorten the lock period. Unlocked tokens from the developer wallet can also be used to air drop tokens to the community, or to complete a manual burn if felt necessary.

Presale

A public presale event occurred the two weeks leading up to the launch with a maximum 40% of the tokens offered for sale.

The launch price was determined to be .000000275. and this was secured with presale investments between $1000-$4999.99. Investors who contributed $5000 to $50,000 would receive their tokens at a price of .00000025.
Token Ecosystem

Etherium Blockchain

Digies Coin, $DIGS, is an ERC-20 token issued on the etherium blockchain. The ETH network allows Digies Coin to be open, transparent, and honest by providing accountability to our wallet action. This ensures that marketing funds are being used properly, and charity wallets are being disbursed directly to our partnered charities with no intermediary.

The charity wallet address is open to the public and can be explored on etherium explorer.

Uniswap

Through the use of smart contract, Uniswap is a decentralized finance protocol used to swap tokens on the etherium blockchain.

Our token pairing will be: USDT (Tether)
ROADMAP

Summer 2021


Fall 2021

Additional exchange listing. Launch merchandise line (Gym Wear). Seek further coin utility, within veteran owned businesses. Massive marketing event meetup. Add second tier charity partnership.

Future 2022

Marketing Strategy

Charity

The issues our military men and women face are silent. We will do our part by raising the awareness. A respected project like Digies Coin, you’ll see our frequent charitable deliveries, making our community proud.

Vet Influencers

Nobody understands our veterans better than military men and women themselves. By providing a transparent look into our project, we will partner with those soldiers who have gained national and worldwide exposure for their achievements.

Social Media

Our presence will be felt. No fake followers, comments, or likes will be used. We will build from the ground up, word of mouth, and the good word will spread quick. The team will be available to assist our community, and our team will create shareable content, including viral videos, hype clips, and imagery. Our network reach is massive and we will tap in to build professional partnerships.

Promo Events/Giveaways

Have you ever drove a tank? Yeah, neither have we… But we would love to! The vision for this project is for our $DIGS community to have experiences, excursions, once in a lifetime trips that you will never forget. These will be done through giveaway events. Also, once a certain market cap has been reached, a large community event will be organized— maybe with a few surprises.
DEVELOPMENT TEAM

Zach Shade - Dev Team
Creator of Digies Coin
Owns multiple, successful real estate companies Veteran cryptocurrency investor

Payton Shah - Dev Team
Lead developer of Digies Coin

*Digies Coin has additional website developers, content creators, and will be expanding our team to assist with the increasing growth.
Legal Disclaimers

Digies Coin is a blockchain experiment that unites DeFi and charity. This white paper is not advised to purchase $DIGS tokens. Crypto players are requested to read the document carefully before making any insightful decisions.

Digies Coin is a platform for donating to military focused charities, through the etherium blockchain. The value of $DIGS tokens might be volatile and the price may swing according to the market trends. Digies Coins takes no responsibility for the price of the tokens. Also, cryptocurrencies are banned in some regions of the world, please refer to your local jurisdictions before being a part of them.